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The case for analytics

Unlocking your institution’s data to make informed decisions
By Henry DeVries
Principal Management Consultant, Ellucian
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Why analytics for higher education?
Your institution possesses a wealth of data in
a variety of forms—from students’ birth dates
and the tweets produced by the marketing
department to grades and advisors’ notes.
It’s a staggering amount of information that,
for the most part, resides in databases or
within siloed systems across your campus.
But all of that information represents more than
snippets of data taking up precious bits and bytes.
It’s a snapshot of what your institution is, what trends
are affecting it, or where it’s headed. Institutional
data contains clues about the inner workings of
the institution—both in terms of what’s going right,
and what may be going wrong. The key is to unlock
these clues to understand what they’re telling you.
This is where analytics comes in.
What is analytics? The simplest definition is
this: Analytics is the use of data, statistical
analysis, and explanatory and predictive
models to gain insight and act on complex
issues. Analytics leverages longitudinal—often
aggregate—data to answer business questions
that meet a strategic need by examining trends,
patterns, and comparisons over time. Analytics is
not “numbers,” but rather a look into the trends,
patterns, or behaviors across the institution.
It’s a method and a tool for helping you make
strategic decisions based on solid information.
For the purposes of higher education, analytics
allows an institution to analyze data collected from
various points and to make informed decisions about
issues. Analytics pulls together the data from those
disparate locations mentioned above and helps
the user to make sense of it in order to establish
plans, goals, direction, or corrective action. In other
words, analytics grants a user or institution the
ability to chart a path forward or make a decision
based on data, rather than intuition or guesswork.

Higher ed-specific areas for analytics
include academic analytics, business
intelligence, and learning analytics.
Academic (“institutional”) analytics
The process of evaluating and analyzing
organizational data received from
institutional systems for reporting and
decision-making reasons. These are
typically related to tracking progress
on goals stated in institutional strategic
plans, such as increasing enrollment
of specific groups of students (firsttime college students, first-generation
students, Hispanic students, etc.)
Business intelligence
Utilizes methods and technologies
that collect, store, report, and analyze
business data to help universities
make business decisions. For
example, analyzing historical data from
financial aid awards and subsequent
student enrollment decisions to
support the development of future
enrollment management strategies.
Learning analytics
The measurement, collection, analysis,
and reporting of data about learners
and their contexts, for purposes of
understanding and optimizing learning
and the environments in which it occurs.
For instance, looking at teaching
methods across sections to determine
which ones might be most effective
for a given course, monitoring student
participation in the online activities of a
course, or evaluating the effectiveness
of a particular learning intervention
(supplemental instruction, tutoring,
modified pedagogical approach, etc.)
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How can analytics help an institution
make informed decisions?
Institutions are awash in data, and more of it is
compiled and collected every year. But that data is
the key to understanding your institution, and the
critical element for making informed decisions.
Analytics is, first and foremost, a tool to help
organizations make the best decisions possible.
It’s not a crystal ball that shows the future—
rather, it outlines trends and patterns to help
you understand what’s going on (or what the
trends indicate are happening) at the institution.
In that vein, analytics can help an institution
in two key areas of decision-making.
The first is tactical decision-making. These are
the decisions that keep the institution running on a
day-to-day basis and support current operations.
Analytics can assist with prioritizing daily tasks,
or help show the allocation of current resources
such as personnel or funds. An example of this
would include using analytics to determine how
instructional expenses have changed year over
year. Other examples include monitoring classroom
utilization to ensure optimal use of facilities, or
an analysis of class enrollment by day of the
week and time to provide adequate access to key
courses—thereby supporting student retention.

The second area is strategic decision-making.
These are the decisions based on information that
can affect an institution’s long-term direction.
Analytics can help measure progress toward these
long-term goals, assist with resource re-allocation,
or with the development of new programs and
initiatives. And this is perhaps the most critical
area where analytics can help an institution. An
example of strategic decision-making would involve
long-term analysis of student enrollment records
to find ways to increase student retention in order
to meet institutional goals. This could also include
monitoring enrollment in specific courses/programs
to predict changes in academic programs (to add
new programs or discontinue current programs.)
With strategic analytics, institutions visualize data,
quickly identify issues, risks, and successes so that
they can better understand the effects of decisions.
Strategic analytics can be a powerful tool to
help make decisions by providing the ability to
visually mine data logically to identify potential
causes and patterns through the evaluation
of composition, comparisons, trends, and
patterns over time. In essence, this kind of
information grants the institution the ability to
explore “what if” scenarios or see progress
toward a goal so that institutional leaders can
make informed decisions and adjustments.

“Analytics is, first and foremost, a tool to help
organizations make the best decisions possible.”
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What can analytics do
for an institution?
Today’s higher education institutions face
several key challenges, including difficulties with
meeting enrollment and revenue goals, issues
with student retention and completion (“student
success”), and cost containment and effective
resource utilization, among others. Institutions
also face pressures to increase operational
efficiency and data transparency, make decisions
faster, and maintain a competitive advantage.
Institutional analytics provides much-needed insight
into how the institution is functioning. That data
can identify areas of opportunity, show how
and where resources are allocated (and where
problems may exist), and help decision makers
set the goalposts for success initiatives.

opportunities on a much deeper level. For example,
an institution may find itself struggling with student
retention. An analysis of course schedules and
grades might indicate that students who take two
advanced—or challenging—classes on the same
day do not perform as well as students who take
the courses on alternate days. Such an analysis
would help the institution better equip advisors
and students with the information and tools they
need to make successful scheduling choices.
Furthermore, an enterprise analytics program
can grant one shared view of the data across the
entire institution. Everyone—from the president
or provost to cross-functional teams—has
access to the same data. Having an authoritative,
single-source system that provides accurate
financial and operational information allows
decision-makers to more quickly respond to
the forces of change facing the institution.

Analytics provides decision makers with the insights
to understand institutional performance and

What are the perceived
barriers to analytics?
If analytics is such a powerful and useful
tool, why haven’t more institutions adopted
some kind of analytics tool or system?
In fact, the majority of higher education
institutions currently have an analytics program.
According to an Ovum Research/Ellucian survey,
61 percent of respondents have an analytics
program at their college or university today.
However, not all programs are campuswide, and some may be siloed within specific
departments, thereby making it difficult—if not
impossible—to make institution-wide decisions

based on all available data. In order to truly
reap the benefits of analytics, institutions are
advised to implement a campus-wide system.
The Ovum/Ellucian survey indicated that the
majority of college and university leaders
considered institutional analytics (campuswide) to be of far greater value than learning
analytics (analysis and reporting about learners
and the learning environment). Some 58 percent of
college and university leaders noted that analytics
that help the institution improve operational
efficiency is more important than analytics
that help improve academic performance.
According to that same Ovum/Ellucian survey,
college and university presidents, CFOs,
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and CIO/CTOs are evenly split on whether
financial, cultural, or technical barriers are
the biggest obstacle to implementation.
FINANCIAL BARRIERS
Financial barriers include cost of implementation,
maintenance costs, or restricted budgets that
prohibit investments in new technology.
CULTURAL BARRIERS
Cultural barriers are roadblocks arising from
individuals or departments who fear that an analytics
program might expose inefficiencies. These
individuals or departments thus treat analytics as a

Addressing these misconceptions
Higher education leaders are in agreement
that analytics is a powerful and useful tool that
can help an institution make intelligent, datadriven decisions. However, the misconceptions
surrounding analytics pose a stumbling block
to the wider adoption of analytics programs.
FINANCIAL BARRIERS
According to the Ellucian/Ovum survey, higher
education leaders are divided over whether their
institutions are investing the appropriate amount in
analytics. Most often they want to know the return
on investment (ROI) for an analytics solution.
While ROI may be the standard yardstick
for measuring success, it can be difficult
to calculate it for an enterprise analytics
program because quantifying the true costs
and benefits can be complex. For example,
investments in IT incur many different expenses
(direct, indirect, and related), which makes the
calculation of benefits and returns difficult.

threat, and will oppose the adoption of an analytics
program. In addition, some decision-makers at the
institution may rely on “intuition” or “experience,”
and argue that these traits are just as good as
(or even superior to) data-informed decisions.
TECHNICAL BARRIERS
Technical barriers include misunderstandings or
apprehensions about the institution’s IT capabilities,
as well as a belief that an analytics program may
not be needed if other tools are present. This latter
point usually manifests as an over-reliance on
spreadsheets (such as Microsoft Excel) as a kind
of “stand-in” for a robust analytics program.

Measuring analytics ROI can be particularly
challenging because real costs may be difficult
to estimate, and it may be difficult to assign a
monetary value to benefits. And many of those
benefits are located throughout an institution and
are intangible and, therefore, difficult to quantify.
With an increased national focus on accountability,
enrollment, retention, completion, and postcollege success, it’s imperative for institutions
to analyze how they do business, as spending
money wisely can increase revenues.
Long Beach, City College, for example, began
looking for ways to increase revenues. An analysis
of their student population revealed a cohort of
students with 90-plus credits who were failing to
graduate, and the analysis found a pattern of classes
that this group had not yet completed. In response,
the college created specialized “completion
schedules” that included these specific courses.
The advising office then worked with the targeted
students to slot them into these schedules to help
facilitate completion. By leveraging analytics, Long
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“Having an authoritative, single-source system that provides accurate
financial and operational information allows decision-makers to more
quickly respond to the forces of change facing the institution.“

Beach City College was able to focus resources on
students with specific needs to help them graduate,
thus granting an ROI on the investment in staff who
assisted in guiding the students toward completion.
Tangible benefits may be calculated through
efficiency gains in comprehensive, enterprisewide reporting. For example, an analytics program
can help staff more quickly find the information
they need, thus saving time (and money).
However, many of the biggest benefits from
an analytics program are intangible, and most
institutional leaders would agree that the “hard
to quantify” benefits of analytics outweigh the
measurable, or tangible, benefits. Some of
these intangible benefits include more reliable
and accurate data and reporting, faster report
generation and data manipulation, and institutionwide transparency. It’s nearly impossible to assign
a value to these benefits, and the long-term positive
impacts for the institution are incalculable as well.
CULTURAL BARRIERS
In many ways, addressing cultural barriers requires
an institution to establish an atmosphere of trust.
With so much institutional information locked in
siloes, staff members may soon come to regard
the data within their particular department
or unit as “theirs,” and may be resistant to
change. St. Edward’s University in Austin, Texas,
successfully implemented an analytics program
by tackling the “people” side of the equation and
recommends that institutions first address the

factors that are causing faculty and staff to actively
or passively oppose an analytics program.
Addressing these barriers begins with educating
the institution’s faculty and staff about new
technology and its importance to the school’s
mission. This also entails managing expectations
and providing reassurance that new technology
is being implemented as a useful tool to increase
efficiency and decision-making, not as a way to
ferret out lackluster employees. The key is to
emphasize the positive by demonstrating how
new ways of engaging with information can
make a difference in roles, day-to-day work,
and, ultimately, the success of the institution.
A carefully crafted educational program around
the new technology will help put fears to rest,
and will build optimism and excitement around
the potential benefits of using a new system.
TECHNICAL BARRIERS
When it comes to the technical misperceptions
surrounding an analytics program, it’s
important to note that almost any institution can
successfully implement such a program over
time—as long as a few key steps are taken.
In order to knock down technical barriers,
institutions are advised to establish some
guidelines, beginning with defining some basic
terms for those who handle information: What
specifically does the institution mean by business
terms such as “enrollment” or “student” or
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“alumna/alumnus?” What is the exact definition
and which data are involved in calculating that?
Second, it’s important to determine who owns
certain pieces of data. All too often, pieces
of data exist within a database with no clear
ownership, and therefore, no one person or
department responsible for its accuracy. For
example, the enrollment department would “own”
most student data and be responsible for it. This
must be clearly defined and communicated.
Some institutions may be hesitant to implement
an analytics program out of concern for the
complexity involved with storing and handling
data. Institutions are advised to utilize a data
warehouse, which can help control the chaos
surrounding data collection and storage. A data
warehouse is specifically designed to make data
easily consumable and manageable. Atlanta’s
Life University tackled its technical challenges
by adopting these recommendations.

Over-reliance on Excel has a significant
number of disadvantages:

• Compiling data usually consumes
more of an employee’s time than the
decision-making it supports;

• Spreadsheet manipulation is time-consuming
and is often prone to user errors;

• Spreadsheets created by each functional area
propagate multiple versions of the truth;

• Metrics and data about the institution should
be in the hands of all who need it, not just
limited to the expert data analysts;

• Spreadsheets don’t scale—as an institution
grows, the collections of spreadsheets
and databases only become more
complex and harder to manage.

Currently, far too many institutions mistakenly
rely on Microsoft Excel as the analytics “standin.” Excel is the preferred tool of around
60 percent of institutional researchers,
according to a 2014 Ellucian/AIR study.

Microsoft Excel may be the “default” tool for higher
education analytics, but it is far from the best one.
As the disadvantages above illustrate, Excel has
extreme limitations and will not provide the kind of
data-driven insights that today’s institutions require.

What are some of the potential
impacts of not implementing
an analytics program?

incomplete information or fragments can be skewed
at best, or wildly inaccurate at worst.

With institutional data spread across different
data systems, databases, departments, and
access points, it can be difficult to easily access
it. Therefore, useful or critical information can
languish in siloes. And decision-making based upon

In addition, without a robust analytics program, IT
personnel can get overworked from dealing with
numerous requests for actionable data. Because
of this bottleneck within IT, crucial data needed for
decision making often arrives too late or “after the
fact.” And if there are any errors in communication
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between those making data requests and the
IT personnel preparing them, a large amount of
time is wasted re-covering territory or rehashing
the request. With analytics, a query eliminates
miscommunication and potential error.

Making analytics a priority
Today’s institutions have a choice: delay
implementing an analytics program and hope
for the best, or begin exploring what analytics
can do and begin making decisions based on
real-world data, rather than guesswork.
Clearly, most institutions today are beginning
to see the value of an analytics solution.
According to the Ovum/Ellucian survey,

About Ellucian
Inspired by the transformative impact of education,
Ellucian develops solutions that power the
essential work of colleges and universities. As the
world’s leading provider of software and services
designed for higher education, Ellucian works
with more than 2,500 institutions in nearly 50
countries—enhancing operations and enriching
the experience for over 18 million students.
Ellucian provides student information systems
(SIS), finance and HR, recruiting, retention,
analytics and advancement software solutions.

Finally, an analytics program saves staff time.
Without an analytics program, salaried employees
may waste large amounts of time preparing Excel
reports and doing manual data entry—tasks which
could be automated.

one in five institutions plan to at
least double their analytics budget
within the next 12 to 18 months.
Institutions that make analytics a priority will
have a significant competitive advantage over
those that don’t. Institutions that leverage
analytics will develop flexible, strategic goals
and initiatives. It can mean the difference
between merely reacting to challenges, or
confronting them proactively, armed with data.

With more than 1,400 institutions subscribing to
Ellucian’s cloud services and SaaS offerings, the
company is one of the largest providers of cloudbased solutions in higher education. Ellucian
also supports the higher education community
with a range of professional services such as
application software implementation, training,
education, and management consulting.
Ellucian brings power, passion, and
performance to bear for higher education,
and its ability to better our world.
Visit Ellucian at www.ellucian.com
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